THE ST MAWGAN STEAM & VINTAGE RALLY SAFETY POLICY
St Mawgan Steam and Vintage Rally Committee and St Mawgan Eccentric Gentleman’s Association, (SMEGA),
regard the Health and Safety of both visitors and exhibitors as a priority at this event. For this reason we are
confident that you will follow the guidelines detailed below:
Members of SMEGA will be acting as stewards at this event and can be recognised by their high-visibility
jackets. Please follow their instructions if asked – there will be a good reason for any request.
The Rally Plan – normally centre page in the catalogue – clearly shows the designated areas for pedestrian and
vehicular movements. Pedestrians and vehicles should remain in the designated areas wherever possible.
During parades or when vehicles are arriving or leaving the site, some crossover of these areas is necessary.
Whenever this occurs, stewards will be on hand to see that this happens safely. Please follow their
instructions.
At no time should visitors enter roped off areas where exhibits are on display unless invited by an exhibitor or
instructed by a steward.
If you are accompanied by children under 16 years of age, you must ensure that, unless invited or instructed
as above, they do not enter any restricted areas and that they are your responsibility at all times.
If at any time your children become separated from you, report to a steward and they will arrange for an
announcement to be made over the PA system.
Nobody, either child or adult, should mount or enter any vehicle without the owner’s permission and
supervision. If you see unsupervised children doing anything around vehicles other than just looking, please
feel free to challenge them – It’s for their safety!
Should you be involved in any incident or have any concerns with the event, you should report it to one of the
organisers, a safety officer or a steward. If we are aware of a problem we can take steps to alleviate it.
The organisers have provided first aid at this event. Should you be unfortunate enough to have an accident
which requires this attention, you can report to the first aid post which is located close to the commentary
trailer in the main ring.
The event has a bar where alcohol is served. Be aware that this is a family event and the organisers reserve
the right to ask over-indulgent patrons to leave if necessary.

Dogs are welcome on the rally field but must be kept on a lead at all times. Owners are expected to clear up
any dog mess anywhere on site including car parks and verges.
Dogs must not be left unattended in vehicles. The organisers reserve the right to enter any vehicle to release
dogs if deemed necessary.
Thank you for taking the time to read this. We hope you have a safe and enjoyable rally.
St Mawgan Rally Committee.
EXHIBITOR NOTES
Your exhibit registration will be confirmed by us.
2 x free rally passes will be supplied to registered exhibitors on the gate / upon arrival at the rally.
Unregistered exhibitors who turn up on the gate will only qualify for 1 x free rally passes.
Car passes for the rally field will be issues upon arrival. Other than vehicles accompanying steam and static
engines, parking cannot be guaranteed next to your exhibit or on the rally field. Car passes to the rally field will
only be issued to essential vehicles and vehicles accompanying steam and static engines. Please understand
that space at our growing rally is precious and there is nothing personal if we deem it unnecessary for you to
bring your non-exhibit vehicle onto the field.
Rally Plaques will be issued to Cars, Motor Cycles, Tractors and Steam Engines as they enter the parade ring on
Sunday. Stationary and Working Exhibits will be presented with a plaque by their appropriate secretary.
Exhibitors wishing to camp on the field will be issued with a three day camping pass. All other
campers/caravaners will be asked to pay £8 per night for the privilege. All proceeds go to charity.
TERMS
Your exhibit will be covered by a public liability insurance that covers rally use and has a limit of indemnity of
not less than £2,000,000 for any one incident for the duration of the rally including set up and take down.
Anyone driving or using your exhibit will be insured and be fully qualified and legal to drive the same.
Failure to comply with our terms, safety policy and notes may result in your being denied entry or being asked
to leave.

